Chemical Sensitivity and the ADA
Beyond Pescides asks the Department of Jusce to recognize accessibility issues for those
with Chemical Sensivity and Environmental Illness

W

ith a tremendous showing of support from organizaons
and individuals, Beyond Pescides submied a
comment to the Department of Jusce to request
stronger protecons under the Americans with Disabilies Act
(ADA) for those with chemical sensivity (CS) or environmental
illness. Currently, CS is recognized as a disability on a case by case
basis, but no provisions have been made in the accessibility
standards for those with CS. Without the recognion
of accessibility requirements for those with CS
and the adopon of accessibility standards,
accomodaon at work, school, housing, and
recreaon areas is extremely diﬃcult
for many who suﬀer from CS with
debilitang eﬀects.

severity, as a result of exposure to toxic chemicals. Eliminang the
chemical exposure substanally increases their ability to funcon
and lead normal lives.

Of the individuals and organizaons
who signed on to the comment, many
had personal stories of chemical poisonings,
oen pescides, that resulted in a life-long
chemical sensivity that “substanally limits one
or more of the major life acvies of such individual.”
Read Beyond Pescides’ comment below. For feedback,
read the Mail secon of this issue on page 2.

As an organizaon whose primary focus is pescides, Beyond
Pescides is in contact with people who are chemically
sensive and are exposed to pescides, thus substanally
liming their life acvies on a regular basis. These
are people whose disability is not well understood
or accepted by the general public, uninformed
about the condion. In conveying their
concerns to neighbors, employers or
landlords they oen receive ridicule
instead of respect and accommodaon.
Without menoning in the text of
the accessibility standards of the ADA
that those with chemical sensivies
are indeed uniformly protected when life
acvies are substanally limited and that they
have speciﬁc access requirements, people with
CS oen cannot get their needs addressed without
individual lawsuits to prove their disability. This becomes
a burden and barrier to protecon.

CS Should Be Recognized in the Final Rule

Preventing Future Disabilities from CS

A disability is deﬁned as “a physical or mental impairment that
substanally limits one or more of the major life acvies of
such individual” [42 U.S.C. 12102(2)(A)]. While the ADA rules do
include the applicability of the act to people with CS on a case-bycase basis, given that the illness “substanally limits one or more
major life acvies,” they do not explicitly state in the proposed
accessibility standards speciﬁc access requirements to assist
people with CS. While recognizing CS is helpful, accessibility issues
sll pose a great challenge to those with chemical sensivies.
We encourage the adopon of language in the ADA regulaons
that explicitly acknowledges access issues and delineates
accommodaon for those with CS in order to ensure that public
spaces are accessible to them.

From a societal perspecve, improving accessibility standards for
those with CS in housing, educaon, health care and employment
would beneﬁt enre communies and prevent more people from
developing chemical sensivies that can become disabilies.
Many of the neurotoxic chemicals to which CS paents are
sensive have also been linked to cancer, endocrine disrupon,
birth defects, asthma, ausm, diabetes, and other major public
health threats. While it is understood that the role of the ADA is
not to protect the public health of all Americans, it is important to
understand the far-reaching eﬀects on public health of improving
accessibility for those with CS. In this situaon, the ADA has the
potenal to prevent more disabilies from occurring, as CS itself
and other disabilies are oen induced by chemical exposure.

The proposed rule errs in oming environmental illness and
chemical sensivity as a standard disability (as opposed to a
“case-by-case”), with a jusﬁcaon that people with the illness
may have a “sensivity [that does] not rise to the level needed
to constute a disability.” This statement is false and out of step
with environmental medicine which diagnoses CS as a chemicalinduced illness from which paents suﬀer with debilitang eﬀects
that need accommodaon. Similar to other disabilies, a diagnosis
reﬂects a ﬁnding that paents’ funcon is impaired, with varying

IPM in Public Spaces
Beyond Pescides has targeted several key areas of access
because of health threats to the general populaon. In Beyond
Pescides’ campaigns, we have helped health care facilies and
educaonal facilies adopt Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
policies that eliminate the use of highly toxic pescide use and
make the environment healthier for paents, visitors and health
care facility staﬀ, educators, students and school staﬀ. For those
with CS, the toxic nature of the chemicals used at many hospitals,
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and the Occupaonal Safety and Health Administraon of the
Department of Labor.” This interagency paralysis eﬀecvely limits
movement forward on this issue.

IPM is possible for schools, public housing, prisons, and public parks—all areas
that are addressed in the accessibility standards for the ADA.

health care facilies and schools makes it impossible for them to
receive adequate health care or an educaon. Alternaves such
as IPM for pest management are eﬀecve, economical, beer
for public health, and enable those disabled with CS to ulize the
facilies. For more informaon on IPM in hospitals, see aached
copy of Healthy Hospitals. This report outlines the deﬁciencies in
the regulatory process for pescides as well as the availability and
economic advantages of using IPM.
More informaon on the total health eﬀects of hospitals
from building materials to pescide use is available from the
organizaon Health Care Without Harm (www.noharm.org). The
issue of access and building health from a chemical sensivity
perspecve requires a holisc view of the problem. Health Care
Without Harm has reported on building materials, pescide use,
waste disposal and other focal points for those with CS and the
general populaon. This informaon is applicable to all public
buildings, not just hospitals and health care facilies.
In addion to hospitals, IPM is possible for schools, public housing
projects, prisons, and public parks—all areas that are addressed in
the accessibility standards for the ADA. Considering the number
of people who are chemically sensive in this country (6% of the
populaon is idenﬁed as “unusually sensive”), not addressing
in the ADA access issues for these people undermines eﬀorts
at all levels to ensure that such illnesses are treated as genuine
disabilies. This unfortunately contributes to the connued public
misunderstanding of CS as a disability.

Multiple Agency Involvement
In deferring judgment on whether to include speciﬁc provisions for
environmental illnesses in the ADA, the text says, “The addion of
speciﬁc regulatory provisions relang to environmental illness in
the ﬁnal rule would be inappropriate at this me pending future
consideraon of the issue by the Architectural and Transportaon
Barriers Compliance Board, the Environmental Protecon Agency,

Despite a lack of rulemaking, EPA has recommended that schools
use IPM pracces because, “Children are more sensive than
adults to pescides.” Likewise, people with chemical sensivies
are more sensive to pescides than the “average” populaon. If
EPA recommends IPM for schools as an eﬀecve and less costly
method than using pescides, it makes sense that these principles
be applied to other public areas such as hospitals, public housing,
public buildings, and other public sites. The ADA has the capability
to address this issue in its accessibility standards, and according to
the EPA’s own judgments, a cost-beneﬁt analysis would clearly be
in favor of adopng IPM methods, especially as it relates to those
diagnosed with CS. There are numerous other sources that ﬁnd
IPM approaches to be cost-compeve and eﬃcacious.
One common mispercepon is that pescide registraon by
EPA means a pescide is “safe.” There are myriad examples of
pescides for which this is not the case. Some of these products
have been cancelled, but many remain in common usage. EPA’s
risk assessments for pescide registraons allow toxicity, and
do not ensure regulaon to protect those who are disabled by
CS. Rather, pescide tesng methodology and risk assessment
calculaons only focus on healthy populaon groups. These
products are oen debilitang for those with CS, hindering “one
or more major life acvies.” When these major life acvies
include geng proper health care, people are placed in impossible
predicaments. Given that toxic pescides are unnecessary if public
spaces are maintained using IPM pracces, the acknowledgment
of CS as a disability under the ADA accessibility standards and the
implementaon of IPM pracces would not only address access
issues, it would save money and make public spaces healthier.
Imposing stricter regulaons than those enforced by EPA for speciﬁc
pescides or in certain areas has a precedent in state and municipal
regulaons of pescides. In many states, pescides approved by
EPA are not approved by the state pescide regulators because
of local environmental or public health issues, sensive areas or
exposures not considered by EPA. Many municipalies throughout
the country have implemented IPM pracces for their buildings
and grounds. These examples are merely to illustrate that EPA’s
regulaons are a baseline, not standards that universally protect
public health, especially those disabled by CS or environmental
illnesses. Requiring tougher standards under the ADA would not
be without precedent, but would be an extension of the realizaon
that many of the products used on buildings and grounds are toxic
and disabling for a substanal subset of the populaon.

HUD Recognizes CS as Handicap
The ﬁnal regulaons should extend and strengthen the standard
embraced by the Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) in recognizing CS and environmental illness can be a
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“handicap,” with all the protecons aﬀorded those disabled by
this illness. In a 1992 memorandum entled “Mulple Chemical
Sensivity Disorder and Environmental Illness as Handicaps,”
the Oﬃce of General Counsel in the Department of Housing
and Urban Development clearly deﬁnes CS and environmental
illness as possible “handicaps” within the meaning of subsecon
802(h) of the Fair Housing Act, 42 U.S.C. Secon 3602(h), and
the Department’s implemenng regulaons, 24 C.F.R. Secon
100.201 (1991).” Rather than equivocate on this debilitang
condion, protecon should be ensured under the proposed
rulemaking including one’s place of residence. HUD recognizes
under its governing statute that, “While MCS or EI can be
handicaps under the Act, ordinary allergies generally would not
be.” The Department of Jusce under the ADA should strengthen
HUD’s approach, rather than dismiss CS and the protecons that
should be aﬀorded those with the illness, simply because there
are others in the populaon whose condions “will not rise to the
level needed to constute a disability.”

People with CS Want to Participate
Some of Beyond Pescides’ members suﬀer from CS as a result of
pescide exposure, and their diﬃculty ﬁnding suitable housing,
employment, healthcare and protecon under the law is a
testament to how disrupve this disability is in their lives. Linda
Baker, a former teacher and coach in Kansas who was poisoned by
the pescides used at her school writes:
With proper accommodaon, I would sll be teaching and
coaching today! Oﬃcially recognizing not only the life-changing
severity of CS, but also the value of “avoidance” in treang it would
help building administrators understand how to keep employees
with this disability on the job. I have many friends who are also
disabled by CS. Not one of them wanted to quit their job! But lack
of accommodaon caused their illness to progress to the point
where they could no longer work. CS takes a huge toll on individual
lives and results in unnecessary loss of producvity. I urge you
to oﬃcially recognize CS/Environmental Illness as a disability
requiring accommodaon for accessibility. The chemical barriers
that prevent those with CS from entering buildings are every bit
as liming as lack of a ramp would be to someone in a wheelchair.

Those with CS deserve the same rights as other cizens.
In Ms. Baker’s case, she was able to hire a lawyer and sele for a
small amount, but this by no means met her medical costs or her
lost rerement earnings. It also limited her ability to feel producve
and connue doing what she loved to do. This situaon was
completely avoidable if school IPM pracces had been adopted,
but her access issues were misunderstood and dismissed. Life
becomes a constant bale of ﬁnding a suitable place to live and
work once someone has become chemically sensive.

Proposed Language for Rulemaking
Beyond Pescides suggests that the rulemaking include the
following language: “Integrated pest management (IPM)
pracces to protect those disabled with chemical sensivity (CS)
or environmental illnesses and ensure access are required in
public facilies or properes to include the following pracces:
idenﬁcaon of pests and condions that aract pests; prevenon
techniques, such as sanitaon, vacuuming, structural repair and
sealing; monitoring; educaon and training; approved least toxic
chemicals whose use does not, by virtue of its neurotoxic or
other properes, impair the abilies of those with CS; and prenoﬁcaon and posng of chemical use.”

Conclusion
Not codifying CS and environmental illness as disabilies with
speciﬁc access requirements and forcing a case-by-case analysis
eﬀecvely creates an excessive burden and barrier to protecons
that are crical to the survival of those with the illness. Recognizing
CS as a potenal disability is a step forward for those whose lives
have been impaired by chemical sensivies, but the ADA rules
must take the next step forward and recognize the accessibility
issues that those with CS face in their daily lives for housing,
employment, educaon, recreaon, and transportaon. This
would be a tremendous step forward in enabling equal access.
While the proposed rulemaking recognizes CS as a disability on
a case-by-case basis, in its failure to adopt a uniform response to
CS disability and idenfy accessibility issues and accommodaon
for those with CS, it violates the spirit, intent and leer of the
Americans with Disabilies Act.
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